
 

Lesson scenario ”Improving speed, learning ball guidance”  

Physical education teacher, Adrian Baciu 

”Avram Iancu” Secondary School, Dej, Romania 

Teacher: Baciu Adrian Ilie 

School grade: 3-rd grade  

Date: 05.11.2021 

Students’ number: 24  

Location: Sports field 

Duration: 40 min.     

Didactic means: milestones, didactic circles, soccer balls, 

whistle.   

 

Lesson’s thematic: 

 first thematic: the speed,  

Objective: Improving execution speed and movement on short distances speed.  

 second thematic: guiding the ball,  

Objective: consolidating ball guidance by foot with accent 

on ball control according to field obstacles.  

 Operational objectives: 

 correct execution of running paths  from „running 

school”; 

 correct execution of speed and movement exercises; 

 adopting correct body position and body segments 

in motoric activities; 

 correct execution of ball leading by foot technique exercises; 

 to  execute motoric movement with different structures and different effort; 

 to manifest interest for improving individual technique; 

 to know basic rules about football; 

 to manifest the affirmation desire; 

 To manifest discipline and team spirit. 

Lesson moments: 

1. Organizational moment 

a. lining up; 

b. lesson greeting; 

c. health and equipment check up; 

d. announcing lesson thematic and objectives; 

-students will be arranged into a circle formation; 

-time resource: 2 minutes. 

2. Preparing the body for effort: 

a. walking, arms up walking on toes (arms elevated along the ears with pointed fingertips); 

b. walking, arms on the back walking on heels (strait position of the back); 

c. walking on the interior side of the foot ;  



d. walking on the exterior side of the foot; 

e. lunge walking ( right leg lunge with the opposite arm on the chest ); 

f. walking, squat walking, with palms on the knees; 

g. easy running (during the movements, arms will be bended from elbow articulation); 

h. running  for ankle training; 

i. running with knees on the chest (the trunk easily leaning backwards); 

j. running claves backwards; running claves forward; 

k. Running on added steps, running with jumped steps, running backwards (arms with a large 

opening for added steps, opposite arm of the bended foot should be at chest level). 

-time resources: a total of 20 minutes; 

- students are arranged into a circle, the teacher will survey correct execution of movements. 

3. Selective innfluence of locomotor system: 

Complex exercices I: 

P1) remote stand pozition with arms on hips; 

T1-2) arched, leaning head forward; 

T3-4) head extention;  

T5-6) arched leanning head forward;  

T7-8) head extention 

- 2*8 times; 

-gym formation of four persons; 

-teacher will observe execution and correct execution errors. 

II: 

P1) standing apart with arms bended from elbows: 

T1-2- arching arms ate shoulders level, pushing elbows towards the back; 

T3-4- oblique conducting the arms towards the back, clapping; 

T5-6- arms lateral arching and extension; 

T7-8- raising arms above the head, clapping. 

-2*8 movements,  

-teacher will supervise students’ movement and correct execution mistakes.  

III: 

P1- standing apart with right hand pointing up and the left hand along the body; 

T1-2-extendting/arching backwards the right hand, keeping the left hand along the body; 

T3-4- extending/arching the left hand pointing up, keeping the right hand along the body; 

T5-6- extending/arching backwards the right hand pointing up, maintaining the left hand 

along the body;  

T7-8- - extending/arching backwards the left hand pointing up, maintaining the right hand 

along the body;  

-2*8 movements,  

-teacher will supervise students’ movement and correct execution mistakes.  

IV: 

P1-standing apart with the left hand on the waist;  

T1-2- bending and arching the trunk to the left, 

crossing the right arm above the head; 

T3-4- bending and arching the trunk to the right, 

crossing the left arm above the head; 

T5-6- bending and arching the trunk to the left, 

crossing the right arm above the head; 

T7-8- bending and arching the trunk to the right, crossing the left arm above the head; 

-2*8 movements 

-teacher will verify if the back is in a strait position and the feet are fixed on the ground. 



V: 

P1- standing apart with arms on the waist; 

T1-2- twisting and arching to the left; 

T3-4- Twisting and arching to the right; 

T5-6- twisting and arching to the left; 

T7-8- Twisting and arching to the right; 

-2*8 movements; 

-teacher will supervise if students’ site crosses 

above the shoulders during the movement;  

VI: 

P1- standing apart with arms on the waist; 

Ball jumps and on the signal, lifting the feet to the chest. 

-8 movements; 

4.  applying lesson thematic(20 min): 

Thematic 1: Execution and movement speed; 

-running with ankles movement on the spot, 

speed running on a signal;  

-fast walk on a circle and outside the circle, 

speed running on a signal; 

-jumping on a circle and outside the circle, 

speed running on a signal; 

-running around the circle, speed running on 

a signal; 

-every task should be performed twice; 

-dynamic game on the circle, racing on 

numbers during 3 minutes; 

-every action will be executed two times, 

-students’ group will be organized on a circle, having milestones on different colors. 

-students execute different exercises on the spot, on the signal; they run to the 

milestone situated in the center of the circle, with a specific color. 

Thematic 2: Mini-football, leading the ball; 

 -guiding the ball by adroitly foots, between the milestones;  

 -guiding the ball with the clumsy feet between the milestones; 

-guiding the ball alternatively with both foots 

between milestones; 

-guiding the ball with adroitly foot in easy run 

between the milestones; 

-guiding the ball with both legs between the 

milestones in easy run. 

-every action will be executed two times, 

-students’ group will be organized on a line, 

having a ball. The milestones are situated at 

2 m between them. 

5. Organism recover after effort ( 3 min):  

-easy running; 

-inhale/exhale breathing exercises; 

-normal walk; 

-every action will be repeated 8 times; 

-students will be on a strati line. 



6. Organized end of the lesson (2 minutes):  

- Verbal opinions on lesson 

activities; 

-teacher will make 

recommendations and will 

appreciate students’ activity. 

-students are arranged in a 

straight line.  

 


